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Abstract

Information security professionals have to assess risk in order to make investment decisions on se-

curity measures. To investigate whether professionals make such decisions optimally, we conduct

an online experiment and survey measuring risk attitudes of security professionals. Participants

were asked to state their willingness-to-pay to avoid a series of losses-only lotteries and to make

choices between such lotteries. We examine their behaviour in these lotteries and conclude that

security professionals do not minimize expected losses. Our findings suggest that security profes-

sionals are risk and ambiguity averse and are susceptible to framing effects. We contrast their be-

haviour to that of a random sample of students. We find that the preferences of security profes-

sionals are measurably different from those students in several respects. Finally, we devise a

mechanism to elicit professionals’ preferences between security and operability. We find that the

nature of professionals’ employment influences their security versus operability preferences.

These factors are usually overlooked in risk assessment methodologies.
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Introduction

Spending on protective measures for information security is an im-

portant issue for most organizations. One of the biggest challenges

stems from the fact that specifying the optimal level of information

security investment is not an easy task. Reports show that an ever

increasing amount of resources is invested on defensive security

measures. Nevertheless, there are indications that the cost of security

breaches either remains at high levels [51] or has been growing over

time [30, 46]. Despite the fact that the budget for security invest-

ment is increasing, insufficient expenditure on information security

is considered to be one of the main obstacles that security profes-

sionals face [30].

One factor limiting security expenditure is a lack of consensus

about the optimal approach to decision-making [56]. Professionals

are encouraged to choose their own appropriate risk analysis and as-

sessment methods [18, 41] to match the needs of their organizations.

Among the approaches used are cost-benefit analysis [35] and risk-

management approaches [39]. Even within these broad approaches,

there is no single accepted aim; individuals may optimize over Net

Present Value, Internal Rate of Return, Return of Investment and

Return of Security Investment [12, 28, 36, 47, 57].

Regardless of approach, existing quantitative risk assessment

methodologies are subject to three significant limitations [28]: they

are based on many approximations (e.g. unknown risks), these ap-

proximations are often biased by perceptions of risk, and the

involved calculations can be distorted by the decision-maker’s per-

sonal biases. These limitations imply that any assessment of appro-

priate strategies will rely heavily on individuals’ judgements. This is
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not inherently problematic; judgement is unavoidable and is con-

sidered necessary for successful risk assessment, as has been recog-

nized in the ISO 27005 standard, which states: ‘judgment should be

exercised in certain cases for the justification of decisions’ [41].

However, the importance of individual judgement implies that the

decision-makers’ beliefs, preferences and ability to process informa-

tion may play a large role in the optimality of information security

decisions. For example, one of the most important factors in a secur-

ity environment is risk. Decision-makers may differ in their toler-

ance of risk or their assessment of risk in a given environment. The

subjectivity of risk perception and the lack of a standard economic

model for deciding on and justifying security investment in an uncer-

tain environment highlight the importance of the decision-maker’s

preferences and risk attitude. This has been acknowledged within in-

formation security. ISO 27005 states: ‘consideration should be taken

into account about how risk is perceived by affected parties’ [41].

Behavioural economics [19, 44, 48] has identified a set of heuris-

tics used by individuals to make decisions. Although heuristics are

easy to implement, they do not always lead to optimal decision-

making as measured by expected value maximization. Suboptimal

decision-making may be due to several behavioural biases that fre-

quently characterize heuristics. These biases include loss aversion

(excessive focus on negative outcomes), worst-case thinking (exces-

sive focus on the worst possible outcome), ambiguity aversion (pref-

erence for explicitly stated probabilities or outcomes), risk aversion

and inconsistent attitudes over risk, e.g. focussing on the most sali-

ent outcomes rather than on all outcomes, and changing behaviour

when observed by others. A clear understanding of these potential

behavioural biases and their impact on decision-making is a useful

tool which can lead to the development of appropriate strategies for

mitigating the relevant biases.

The nature of decision-making in information security may amp-

lify the importance of several of these behavioural biases. Security

professionals regularly decide the amount of protective investment

to avoid unwanted losses. It is possible that, even with accurate data

on past security breaches and resulting losses, security professionals

will invest at suboptimal levels. If an employer is risk neutral, the

optimal level of investment will be that which minimizes the sum of

investment costs and expected losses. However, even if all relevant

information is available, a security professional may deviate from

this optimal level of investment. When a threat bears potential cata-

strophic outcomes, the attention of the professional might be dispro-

portionately focused on the worst-case outcome, and hence she

might be willing to overspend in order to be on the safe side, even if

the probability of such an event is negligible. Alternatively, she

might diminish the urgency of quite probable threats or consider

small losses inevitable. Additionally, the professional has to balance

the level of protection against operational efficiency.

Researchers have used behavioural theories, such as prospect

theory [43, 37], in the context of information security [54, 29] but,

to our knowledge, actual behaviour of security professionals has not

been studied. Our study contributes to understanding active infor-

mation security professionals’ attitudes towards risk and uncer-

tainty, and compares the behaviour of professionals against that of a

student sample (we consider a sample of students randomly drawn

from the database of volunteer subjects in the Laboratory for

Decision Making & Economic Research at Royal Holloway,

University of London, in order to contrast with the behaviour of

professionals. These students come from all departments of the uni-

versity). Ex ante it might be expected that experienced professionals,

who routinely work in an environment with multiple risks, would

be better at estimating expected outcomes than the sample of

students; however, it is also possible that the heuristics used by pro-

fessionals contain similar biases to the ones used by students. We

test this using an experiment designed to elicit both professionals’

and students’ attitudes towards risk using neutrally framed lotteries.

We have designed our experimental scenarios focussing on sev-

eral intrinsic attributes of the information security environment,

which has operational losses and defence costs and direct losses, in

the spirit of [8]. In particular, we focus on the following distinctive

set of features, which are examined in our experimental approach:

1. Loss domain: each security investment decision can be described

as a lottery with a best outcome of zero. Thus the scope of the

decision-maker is loss prevention.

2. Ambiguity of probabilities and outcomes: security professionals

face threats that are not precisely known. Often they do not

know either the probability of incurring a loss or the likely size

of the loss should it occur.

3. Evaluation by other parties: decision-makers in information se-

curity need to justify proposed security investment to others, e.g.

to business managers or hierarchical superiors.

We find that professionals typically do a somewhat better job of

maximizing expected value than the student sample, although they

too exhibit systematic behavioural biases. Specifically, we find evi-

dence that many security professionals are ambiguity averse and

change their preferences depending on how a choice is framed.

At the end of the experiment, we ask our subjects several survey

questions relating to their professional role and to their willingness

to trade off security and operability. There is considerable hetero-

geneity across professionals in their security/operability preferences

associated with their professional roles. Most professionals are con-

siderably biased towards one of the two domains and display loss

aversion in their preferred attribute.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. ‘Background and

approach’ section presents our behavioural economics theoretical

framework and the economic theory behind the experimental and

survey approaches. ‘Methodology’ section presents our core

hypotheses and experiment design. ‘Analysis and findings’ section

presents the survey and experimental findings. ‘Summary and dis-

cussion’ section discusses these findings and concludes.

Background and approach

Behavioural economics and security
The study is motivated by the general question of ‘how much secur-

ity is needed?’ Our approach focuses on the human factor, specific-

ally risk perception and attitudes of information security decision-

makers. The theoretical framework for our approach is from the

field of behavioural economics. The importance of behavioural eco-

nomics to information security has been highlighted in various

papers by Anderson and Moore [6, 7, 9, 10]. Several behavioural

economics studies have shown that in a variety of contexts agents

systematically deviate from the predictions of expected utility theory

[27]. This implies that decision-making is rarely done by a rational-

agent—‘homo economicus’ [19, 44, 48].

The starting point for most previous studies has been von

Neumann–Morgenstern expected utility theory [27, 24]—which

posits that agents work towards a well-defined objective function

(such as minimizing the expected losses due to security breaches).

Challenges to this approach have come from both psychology [13]

and economics [15]. Bruce Schneier outlines the effect of heuristics

and biases on security decision-making, describing risk and
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uncertainty perception issues [5]. Perhaps the most widely used be-

havioural economics model is prospect theory, which asserts that

people value potential gains and losses relatively to a reference

point, that losses loom larger than gains and that probabilities are

processed in a distorted way, as in [29]. Kahneman and Tversky

[43] proposed that decision-makers will be risk-averse for small-

probability losses and large-probability gains, but risk-seeking for

small-probability gains and large-probability losses. Other cognitive

biases relevant for decision-making in an information security set-

ting include excessively favouring the status quo (status quo bias) [2,

3]; excessively discounting future outcomes (present bias) [2, 3];

focussing on the most salient outcomes rather than on all outcomes

weighted by their probability of occurring [16]; and focussing exces-

sively on worst case, but low probability outcomes [42]. Previous lit-

erature has studied the effect of such biases on security design [32]

and timing preferences about security investment [40].

One of the defining characteristics of the information security

environment is the difficulty of assessing all possible threats. Our ap-

proach to measuring how professionals assess threats is drawn from

a long literature in economics. We distinguish between risk, ambigu-

ity and uncertainty in our set-up. This distinction, originally

described by Knight [45], concerns the level of information about

the underlying environment. ‘Risk’ is defined by all possible out-

comes and associated probabilities of a given lottery being known to

the decision-maker. Only the actual outcome is unknown.

‘Ambiguity’ is defined by imperfect information about probabilities

[26]. ‘Uncertainty’ is defined by either outcomes or probabilities

being unmeasurable [45]. It is well established that some decision-

makers are ‘risk-averse’, ‘ambiguity averse’ and ‘uncertainty averse’;

implying (i) they prefer a certain outcome to an uncertain one with

the same expected value; (ii) they prefer a lottery with precisely

defined probabilities to one with a range of possible probabilities;

and (iii) they prefer known distributions of possible payoffs over un-

known ones. One of the factors that affects the extent of risk, ambi-

guity and uncertainty aversion is other-evaluation; i.e. the extent to

which choices are evaluated by peers, colleagues, superiors, etc.

[23]. An explanation for this behaviour is that the individual choo-

ses the most a posteriori justifiable option, even if it was not the ex

ante optimal option.

Experimental elicitation of risk attitudes
In order to measure risk, ambiguity and uncertainty aversion, we

examine subjects’ choices between different lotteries, i.e. lists of con-

sequences with associated probabilities. Following existing literature

[59], we operationalise risk, ambiguity and uncertainty aversion in

our experiment by examining subjects’ ‘willingness-to-pay’ (WTP),

defined as the maximum amount that the individual is willing to sac-

rifice in order to avoid an undesirable event. Additionally, we pre-

sent subjects with a series of simple choices between lotteries, in a

similar fashion to [38]. All lotteries contain only negative outcomes

(as is the case in a security setting). To make our measures incentive

compatible, we provide performance-dependent payment to the par-

ticipants, based on their decisions in these lotteries.

Our approach is a modification of that used by Holt and Laury

[38] and is also similar to the alternative of Moore and Eckel [52].

We use the subjects’ decisions between sets of lotteries with different

expected losses and with different levels of ambiguity in probabil-

ities and in outcomes to create a new instrument for measuring risk

and ambiguity aversion. This design allows both comparisons

between-subjects, by comparing choices in the same lottery, and

comparisons within-subjects, by comparing choices in different

lotteries with the same expected value. The advantage of the WTP

approach is that it is relatively easy to specify a finite number of pos-

sible states that completely determine a lottery’s consequences. A

key assumption of the standard economic model of ‘rational choice

under uncertainty’ [11] is that where probabilities are not explicitly

given, individuals’ can assign subjective probabilities to each state of

nature. An important point, underlying the experimental elicitation

of attitudes, is that risk and uncertainty, along with the trivial case

of certainty, are a means to reveal the decision-maker’s preferences,

and also their ‘belief’ in how plausible events are to occur ([17],

Ch.15.2.2).

Supplementary Appendix B.5 shows the instructions given to

subjects in the experiment along with screen shots of the

experiment.

Surveys
This study combines an incentivized experiment with non-

incentivized survey data. Our survey asks questions on professional

experience, such as the role in which professionals are currently em-

ployed and the years of experience in information security related

tasks.

Experiments and surveys both have advantages and disadvan-

tages, and we combine the two approaches to increase the reliability

of our results. The primary advantage of incentivized experiments is

that subjects have a stake in their answers, so the data are less likely

to be subject to biases associated with people responding differently

to hypothetical situations [50]. The primary advantage of surveys is

that they can be designed to examine a real-world context.

However, survey data is not generated by incentivized individuals.

Moreover, survey respondents may misunderstand questions, have

difficulty recalling information, or be influenced by socially accept-

able answers.

Our results are drawn primarily from the experiments, because

incentivized decisions are more likely to accurately reflect underly-

ing preferences. However, we also check whether observed behav-

iour during the experiment is correlated with the answers to the

survey questions. Specifically, we examine how professional experi-

ence correlates with observed risk attitude throughout the experi-

ment. This follows the results in [25], which shows that risk

attitudes in survey data and experiment input were strongly corre-

lated across subjects.

Appendix A.1 shows the survey that subjects answered after

completing the experiment.

Methodology

Hypotheses
We analyse the behaviour of security professionals and students in

our experiment and survey to test a series of hypotheses motivated

by the following commonly observed behaviour patterns (Loss aver-

sion, i.e. a disproportionate weighting given to outcomes of less

than zero, is another anomaly that has received considerable atten-

tion in the behavioural and experimental economics literatures. We

do not focus on loss aversion because the information security envir-

onment involves losses only.):

1. Risk and ambiguity aversion: Risk aversion implies that given a

lottery with a small probability of loss, an individual is willing

to pay more than the expected value of these losses to avoid

playing the lottery. Ambiguity aversion implies that for a lottery

with the same expected losses, an individual is willing to pay an

additional amount above the risk premium to avoid the lottery
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if, instead of a specified probability or outcome, there is a range

of probabilities or outcomes. However, prospect theory implies

that for larger probabilities of losses, the same individuals may

engage in risk-seeking behaviour [43]. It is possible that security

professionals differ systematically from the student population

in regards to risk and ambiguity aversion because the nature of

their work implies greater exposure to risk and ambiguity.

Security professionals face continual threats of losses, which are

often not well defined.

2. Worst-case aversion: This implies that individuals pay dispro-

portionate attention [34] to the worst possible outcomes [16].

Their WTP to avoid playing a lottery increases in the maximum

possible loss, even if the expected value and variance of a lottery

is held constant. Worst-case thinking may be particularly com-

mon among security professionals, as the field has seen a number

of high-profile cases of catastrophic losses due to security

breaches in recent years [55]. On the other hand, small losses

due to security breaches may be regarded as a normal part of the

operating environment and not be worthy of any expenditure.

3. Other-evaluation: This implies that when decisions are evaluated

by other parties, individuals tend to be more risk averse, ambigu-

ity averse and worst-case averse. Since evaluators do not observe

ex ante probabilities, only ex post outcomes and thus may blame

the decision-maker for bad outcomes even if the decision that

led up to it was ex ante correct ‘a decision maker, [. . .] makes

the choice that is perceived to be most justifiable to others’ [23].

Other-evaluation may be particularly important in a security

context, as security decision-makers normally have to justify

their investment proposals to business managers, chief officers,

the board of directors, etc.

We examine these behaviour patterns for both professionals and

students in our experiments. In the case of security professionals,

we also explore a fourth aspect of decision-making in the survey

part:

4. Security and operability: We expect that security professionals

will tend to value security more than operability. In other words,

when balancing the costs of implementing security controls

against the resulting loss of efficiency of business operation, se-

curity professionals will select a trade-off position that priori-

tizes security ahead of operability.

Experimental procedure
We conducted the experiment with two different samples. The sam-

ple of information security professionals was drawn from current

and previous students of the distance learning MSc in Information

Security at Royal Holloway, University of London (RHUL) and con-

sisted of 59 individuals (53 males) with an average age of 38 years.

This group consists of security professionals who work in the indus-

try and were undertaking the distance learning master’s programme

on a part-time basis. The mean industry experience of this group is

8.64 years. The student sample was drawn from individuals regis-

tered in the database of the Laboratory for Decision Making and

Economic Research at RHUL. This group consists of 58 active full-

time students (24 males) from all departments of the university with

an average age of 21.4 years (three subjects in the student sample

were excluded from the analysis because they stated that they were

related to information security).

Our experiment consists of several lotteries designed to test our

hypotheses. The lotteries were framed neutrally for two reasons.

First, we are trying to measure the underlying preferences of security

professionals, not their interpretation of professional standards

regarding threats. Secondly, the neutral framing means that student

subjects are not being asked to make decisions on matters they have

never previously experienced. Thus the student and professional

samples can be considered directly comparable. All lotteries in the

experiment require ‘one-off’ decisions, with no feedback given after

a choice is selected.

One set of lotteries elicits risk and ambiguity attitudes across

three levels of expected losses and three levels of probabilities.

Specifically, subjects are asked to choose between lotteries where

ambiguity of both probability and loss are changed one at a time, or

simultaneously. (Participants were informed that they would receive

a fixed participation payment and an additional potentially larger

amount depending on their decisions in the experiment. In particu-

lar, one of the lottery comparisons of Appendix A.2 was randomly

chosen for each participant, and their preferred lottery was ‘played’

by a pseudorandom probability generator. The outcome was

mapped to a maximum performance gain of 10 USD and was sent

along with the participation payment to individuals, in the form of

an Amazon gift certificate.) This approach enables us to compare

WTP between-subjects and also within-subjects [22, 31] across dif-

ferent types of risky and ambiguous decisions.

In another set, the lotteries differ from each other in terms of

worst-outcome, expected value and variance. These lotteries allow

us to examine whether subjects employ simple decision rules (heuris-

tics) to choose between the complex lotteries. Additionally, we elicit

both WTP and binary choices for a subset of these lotteries, allowing

us to check whether our subjects’ preferences are consistent across

different framings.

Furthermore, it is possible that security professionals have a ten-

dency to overemphasize security issues at the expense of operational

issues. To examine this question, we ask subjects to choose between

security and operability in a realistic scenario. Our approach follows

[20]. Operability is framed as the time needed for task completion.

Operability and security are both framed explicitly in monetary

terms. To exclude other factors, the scenario describes an informa-

tion system of moderate-impact to confidentiality, integrity and

availability [58].

Finally, subjects fill out a short questionnaire about their per-

sonal attitudes and demographics. We use this data to examine cor-

relations with behaviour in the main experiment.

Experiment design
Risk and ambiguity aversion

We test risk and ambiguity preferences using 12 neutrally framed

lotteries, divided into three groups of four (see Table A1 in

Appendix A.2). Lotteries within a group have identical expected

value, but different degrees of ambiguity. Subjects are asked to state

their maximum WTP in order to avoid playing each lottery. For ex-

ample, the four lotteries in group A (H11 to H14) all have an ex-

pected value of l¼�2.5 and contain the following text:

‘What is the maximum amount that you are willing to pay in

order to avoid playing a lottery in which there is . . .:

i. . . . a 5% probability of losing $50 and losing nothing

otherwise?

ii. . . . a probability between 0% and 10% of losing $50 and losing

nothing otherwise?

iii. . . . a 5% probability of losing between $20 and $80 and losing

nothing otherwise?

iv. . . . a probability between 0% and 10% of losing between $20

and $80 and losing nothing otherwise?’
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The lotteries in group B (H15 to H18) and group C (H19 to

H112) contain the same potential outcomes, but probabilities of

15% (0%–30%) and 50% (35%–65%), respectively. Hence the am-

biguous lotteries are all designed such that if there was a uniform

distribution of outcomes and probabilities over the range of ambigu-

ity, the expected value of losses would be the same as in the risky

lottery. Appendix A.2. contains the full set of lotteries. In the follow-

ing, we refer to lotteries of type (i) as ‘risky’, lotteries of type (ii) as

‘probability ambiguous’, lotteries of type (iii) as ‘outcome ambigu-

ous’ and lotteries of type (iv) as ‘fully ambiguous’.

Subjects had to give their WTP for all 12 lotteries, but the order

in which lotteries were presented was counterbalanced to control

for potential order effects. That means that half of the subjects saw

the risky lotteries first and the other half saw the fully ambiguous

lotteries first, in a randomised way.

Worst-case thinking and other heuristics

To test the ‘worst-case aversion’ hypothesis, we ask subjects to

choose between pairs of lotteries, with each lottery containing five

outcomes. The probabilities are identical across all lotteries, but out-

comes were different. We chose the outcomes in such a way that the

expected value is identical in some pairs and different in others. For

example, lottery L2 (L3) contains the following outcomes:

• 15% probability of losing nothing (nothing).
• 30% probability of losing 166.66 (183.33).
• 30% probability losing 300 (300).
• 20% probability of losing 450 (450).
• 5% probability of losing 900 (800).

While both lotteries L2 and L3 have the same expected value

(�275), the highest loss in lottery L2 (900) is greater than in lottery

L3 (800). In other words, lottery L3 contains the ‘worse worst case’.

Instead of worst-case thinking, subjects may also use other heur-

istics or simple decision rules to decide between lotteries. For ex-

ample, subject may put a lot of weight on the best possible outcome

(best-case thinking). Or they may pairwise compare states across lot-

teries and prefer the lottery which ‘wins’ in more states. Finally, sub-

jects may also prefer lotteries with less variance, which would

constitute a form of risk aversion. In order to test whether subjects

use any of these heuristics, we compare the majority choice in our

samples with the predictions of each heuristic. If any heuristic is con-

sistent with all or at least most of the majority choices, it would pro-

vide evidence that subjects indeed rely on simple decision rules.

In total we have eight different lotteries which are used in five

pairwise comparisons (two lotteries are used twice); three with an

expected value of �275 and five with expected values ranging from

�86.25 to �86.75. Appendix A.3 contains further details.

In addition to the pairwise choices, we also elicit subjects’ WTP

for three of the eight lotteries (L5, L6 and L7, see Appendix A.4).

Since these three lotteries are also used in two pairwise choices, it

allows us to check whether our subjects’ preferences are influenced

by the type of decision. Such inconsistencies would violate rational

choice theory since rational preferences should be unaffected by the

way in which they are elicited (choice or WTP). The three WTP

questions are separated from the pairwise choices by a different un-

related set of questions in order to disguise the similarities of the de-

cisions, and both types of questions were counterbalanced.

All eight lotteries are designed to approximate power-law distri-

butions. Such distributions simulate the occurrence of rare events

that are observed in various physical and social phenomena, such as

earthquakes, war deaths, web hits and citations [53] and have also

been observed in security issues, such as identity theft and malware

spreading [33, 49]. In the general form of a power-law distribution,

probability p is specified as a function of outcome xð Þ ¼ j
ð�xÞa, where

a is the distribution exponent and j a constant. For the pur-

poses of our experiment, we set a ¼ 1.1, constant j¼20 and x 2
[�1000, 0].

Other-evaluation and behaviour

We examine other-evaluation using a between-subjects design in

which subjects are assigned to either a ‘control group,’ which is pre-

sented with the standard version of the experiment, and a ‘treatment

group,’ which is initially informed that all choices made in the ex-

periment would be ‘further viewed’ and would ‘go through an add-

itional evaluation process’. Participants are informed that the

evaluators would have the same information as themselves [21]. See

Supplementary Appendix B.5 for the original instructions.

Ultimately any test of other-evaluation in an experiment such as this

is going to be fairly weak for two reasons. First, the experiment itself

has fairly low stakes, so any evaluation done within the experiment will

not have much impact. This alone may not prevent other-evaluation

from impacting subjects’ behaviour [4]. Additionally, however, since

our experiment was conducted online, we could not give any public

feedback, limiting the perceived social impact of the evaluation.

Relative importance of security and operations

This part of the study consists of two sets of questions given to the

professional sample only. Subjects are asked scenario-based ques-

tions in which they have to choose between two measures with dif-

ferent impact on the security level and the operability of a system.

Both security and operability have equal monetary values assigned

to them. The specific questions asked are:

‘Imagine the following scenario: You are managing an

Information System that has moderate-impact on the confidenti-

ality, availability and integrity of information records kept by

your organisation.

The total worth of the system under protection is evaluated at

$10,000.

Full operability of the system allows the business to gain a profit

of $10,000.

Two new mechanisms A and B with the same cost are proposed

for the system. Which one of the following mechanisms do you

prefer?’ (Table 1)

Subsequent questions are formed dynamically depending on the

previous answers. In the next question, the value of the preferred

measure is marginally decreased while the value of the other meas-

ure remains constant. This is repeated until the subject crosses over

from choosing one measure to the other, so that a switching point

between security and operability is specified.

The second set of questions elicits a measure for whether losses

of the attribute preferred in Scenario 1 (security or operability) are

treated differently than gains (other questions unrelated to security

and operability were asked between scenarios 1 and 2 to disguise the

Table 1. Initial question of Scenario 1: ‘Which one of the following

do you prefer?’

Mechanism A Mechanism B

Enhances security

of the system by 10%

Enhances operability

of the system by 10%
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relationship between the two scenarios). Subjects are asked to

choose between three options (Table 2):

Values x and y of choice B are taken from the switching point

that is computed from Scenario 1. If a subject selects choice B or C,

this stage of the experiment ends. If the subject chooses A, then the

question is repeated, except if operability (security) has been pre-

ferred in the previous scenario, the operability (security) reduction is

lowered by 1%. To illustrate, consider the following example: In

Scenario 1 a subject is indifferent between a 5% security enhance-

ment and a 10% operability enhancement. Subsequently, in

Scenario 2, choice B gives a 5% reduction in security and a 10% en-

hancement in operability. If choice A is selected (i.e. choice B is con-

sidered worse than the status quo), the reduction in security in

choice B is decreased to 4%, and so on.

The difference between the values of Scenario 1 and 2 (if any)

constitutes our measure of loss aversion on the preferred attribute

(security or operability). If losses and gains of equal magnitude are

weighed equally, subjects will always select choice C. If, however, a

loss looms larger than an equivalent gain, subjects will prefer choice

A. Further details on the choice of Scenarios 1 and 2 can be found in

Supplementary Appendix B.1.

Analysis and findings

This section presents our findings for the main hypotheses outlined

in the previous section. Following standard experimental economics

procedures, the experiment is counterbalanced to control for poten-

tial order effects, data has been checked for validity and cleaned ac-

cordingly (for example, we have removed subjects who were willing

to pay for than $50 to avoid playing a lottery with a maximum loss

of $50) and outliers have been shown to be non-influential (see

Supplementary Data—Appendices B.2, B.3 and B.4) for the relevant

tests.

Risk and ambiguity aversion
Table 3 lists subjects’ average WTP to avoid playing a lottery for the

12 lotteries H11 to H112 for both professional and student sample.

Figure 1 depicts the difference between the expected loss of a lottery

and the subjects’ average WTP. Positive (negative) values indicate

that subjects are willing to pay more (less) than the lottery’s ex-

pected loss.

Finding 1: Both professionals and students are risk averse for

small probability losses. Professionals become risk seeking for

high probability losses.

Both security professionals and students are willing to pay sig-

nificantly more (two-sided t-test, P < 0.01) than the expected value

of the two ‘risky’ lotteries H11 and H15, which have a probability of

a loss of 5% and 15%, respectively. However, security professionals

pay (weakly) significantly less (P < 0.1) than the expected value

when the probability of a loss is 50% in H19. Students do not sig-

nificantly deviate from the expected value in this lottery. This behav-

iour is consistent with prospect theory, which predicts risk aversion

in small probability losses, but more risk seeking behaviour when

probabilities of losses are large.

Finding 2: Professionals reveal ambiguity aversion in all of their

choices; ambiguity aversion is not consistently observed in the

student sample.

To measure ambiguity aversion, we compare our subjects’ WTP

in the ‘risky’ lotteries (H11, H15, H19) with their WTP in the three

corresponding ‘ambiguous’ lotteries (H12–4, H16–8, H110–12). If

ambiguous outcomes and probabilities were uniformly distributed,

these lotteries would have the same expected value as the risky lot-

tery. Therefore, if subjects are willing to pay more to avoid an am-

biguous lottery than the corresponding risky lottery, we consider

them to be ambiguity averse.

We find that professionals are significantly more likely to pay

more to avoid a ‘fully ambiguous’ lottery (H14, H18, H112) than to

avoid a ‘risky’ lottery in all three groups (sign-rank test, A, B: P <

0.01, C: P < 0.05).

The effect of ambiguity is less strong when only one of the elem-

ents (probability or outcome) is ambiguous (H12–3, H16–7, H110–

11). Although the general tendency observed in these decisions is

consistent with ambiguity aversion, only three of the six compari-

sons with the risky lotteries are statistically significant (Table 3).

Students are even more ambiguity averse when loss probabilities

are low (A, B: P < 0.01) (In the student sample, even a two-sided

paired t-test against the WTP in the risky lottery is highly significant

in group A and B, which is not the case in the professional sample),

but not when the loss probability is high, with the (non-significant)

average effect going in the opposite direction.

Neither the professional nor the student sample show significant

differences between ‘probability ambiguous’ and ‘outcome ambigu-

ous’ lotteries.

Finding 3: Professionals seem to deviate less from expected value

maximization than the student sample when probabilities are

low and lotteries are ambiguous.

Generally, professionals’ WTP is closer to the expected value

than students’ WTP. This is the case in 10 out of the 12 lotteries

(Table 3), although the differences are very small in group C (H19–

H112). The between-sample comparison is statistically significant in

five of eight lotteries of groups A and B (Table 3). All these five lot-

teries are ambiguous, suggesting that professionals are better in deal-

ing with ambiguity when loss probabilities are low. This may be due

Table 2. Scenario 2 template question

Choice A Choice B Choice C

Remains at the

current system state

Reduces security

by x% Enhances

operability by y%

Indifferent

between A and B

Figure 1. Difference between subjects’ WTP and expected value. Note: Bars

represent participants’ mean WTP minus the EV of each of the 12 lotteries.
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to their work experience, where they are naturally confronted with

ambiguity and loss-probability events.

Worst-case thinking and other heuristics
This section is divided into the analysis of two parts: pairwise lottery

comparisons and lottery comparisons against stated WTP.

Lottery comparisons and findings on potential heuristics

Finding 4: There is no single decision rule that explains a large

majority of choices.

We ask subjects to make five pairwise choices between eight lot-

teries varying in expected value, variance, number of dominant

states, best (least bad) and worst outcome (Appendix A.3). Table 4

summarizes the choices and Table 5 shows the extent to which the

majority choice is consistent with different simple decision rules

based on these five criteria (expected value, variance, number of

dominant states, best and worst outcome).

We do not find much evidence for behaviour systematically

favouring one of the decision rules. Although choices seem to be

most consistent with expected value maximization or state-by-state

comparison, the results do not sufficiently tilt into any one direction

to draw meaningful conclusions. In fact, only one of the choice pat-

terns is statistically significantly different from 50 to 50.

Consistency across types of decision

We elicit subjects’ WTP for L5, L6, and L7, which are also used in

two pairwise choices (Appendix A.4). This allows us to check our

subjects’ decisions for internal consistency. The results are summar-

ized in Table 6.

Finding 5: Security professionals exhibit preference inconsisten-

cies between willingness-to-pay and choice decisions. The level of

inconsistency is similar to the student sample.

A considerable share of our professional subjects exhibit prefer-

ence reversal in both comparisons (52.5% and 33.9%), which is

similar to the share of preference reversals observed in the student

sample (43.1% and 41.4%). Fisher’s exact tests do not reveal any

significant differences between the two samples. This suggests that

professionals are as susceptible to be (irrationally) affected by the

way in which a decision is presented to them as students.

Other-evaluation ambiguity aversion
Finding 6: There is no evidence that subjects change their risk be-

haviour when they are informed that they will be evaluated by

other parties.

We observe no significant differences between the control and

the treatment groups in either lottery comparisons or WTP ques-

tions, although in other experiments [23] other-evaluation has been

shown to have a large effect on the behaviour of subjects. [We use

both parametric (e.g. t-test) and non-parametric tests (e.g. Mann–

Whitney U test) with [1] to compare WTP and choices between the

treatment and the control group. We find no significant differences

anywhere, which is why we do not report the test results explicitly.]

A possible explanation for the absence of an effect here is that our

treatment manipulation was unsuccessful. It might be impossible to

create a heightened sense of ‘being evaluated by another party’ in an

online study, especially when participants already know that their

responses will be subject to ‘evaluation’ for statistical analysis. It is

possible that individuals would be much more concerned with

other-evaluation in a different environment, and we believe that this

is an important area for future research.

Security-operability trade-off
We ask our professional subjects to choose between two mechan-

isms of equal value, one enhancing security and the other enhancing

operability. Then we decrease the value of the preferred mechanism

until a subject becomes indifferent.

Finding 7: These preferences of security professionals are to a

great extent dependent on their job role.

The majority of professionals (58%) prefer a mechanism enhanc-

ing the operability of a system over one enhancing its security.

However, the actual information security roles of professionals no-

ticeably influences their preferences. Generally, compliance and risk

professionals, as well as senior executives, tend to be security-

oriented. On the other hand, professionals with managerial roles

tend to prefer operability, while IT professionals as a group did not

lean strongly in any direction (Table 7).

Table 3. Subjects’ WTP to avoid lotteries H11–H112

Professionals Students

(N ¼ 59) (N ¼ 58)

EV WTP () EV WTP

(SE) (SE)

H1 1 �2.5 6.71*** �2.5 9.97***

(1.22) (1.64)

H1 2 �2.5 6.76 UU �2.5 11.62#

(1.01) (1.76)

H1 3 �2.5 8.47## U �2.5 12.95###

(1.52) (2.20)

H1 4 �2.5 8.34### UUU �2.5 16.19###

(1.05) (2.35)

H1 5 �7.5 9.92* �7.5 12.81***

(1.21) (1.27)

H1 6 �7.5 12.46### �7.5 15.29###

(1.24) (1.32)

H1 7 �7.5 11.41## UU �7.5 15.57##

(1.18) (1.74)

H1 8 �7.5 13.81### UU �7.5 18.59###

(1.08) (1.68)

H1 9 �25 22.81* �25 23.93

(1.52)(1.24)

H1 10 �25 24.10# �25 23.24

(1.49) (1.38)

H1 11 �25 24.15 �25 25.10

(1.54) (1.70)

H1 12 �25 25.64## �25 24.22

(1.85) (1.86)

* P � 0.1;

** P � 0.05;

*** P � 0.01; indicates significant difference of WTP and EV in two-sided

t-test for given lottery;

# P � 0.1;

## P � 0.05;

### P � 0.01; indicates significant difference of WTP in given lottery and

corresponding risky lottery (H11, H15 or H19) in two-sided sign-rank;

U P � 0.1;

UU P � 0.05;

UUU P � 0.01; in two-sided t-test comparing WTP between samples.
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Finding 8: The preferences for either security or operability are

non-negligible.

The majority of subjects do not switch immediately back to the

other mechanism once the preferred mechanism is made less attract-

ive (Figs 2 and 3). This suggests that subjects do in fact possess

strong preferences for either security or operability. On average,

subjects switch after their preferred mechanism has been reduced

from 10% to 5.9% for those preferring security, and 5.5% for those

preferring operability.

Finding 9: Professionals tend to weigh losses in their preferred

attribute more strongly than gains.

The second measurement is the relative loss aversion with respect

to the preferred attribute, as described in ‘Relative importance of

Table 4. Professionals’ and students’ choices between pairs of lotteries and across sample comparisons

Comparison variable Choice pair Professionals: (N ¼ 59) Students (N ¼ 58) Comparison professionals vs students#

H2 1 L5 VS L6 L5: 35 (59%) L5: 29 (50%) Difference 9%

L6: 24 (41%) L6: 29 (50%)

H2 2 L6 VS L7 L5: 31 (53%) L5: 35 (60%) Difference 7%

L6: 28 (47%) L6: 23 (40%)

H2 3 L4 VS L2 L5: 21 (36%)** L5: 28 (48%) Difference 12%

L6: 38 (64%)** L6: 30 (52%)

H2 4 L2 VS L3 L5: 36 (61%) L5: 35 (60%) Difference 1%

L6: 23 (39%) L6: 23 (40%)

H2 5 L1 VS L8 L5: 32 (54%) L5: 30 (52%) Difference 2%

L6: 27 (46%) L6: 28 (48%)

* P � 0.1;

** P � 0.05;

*** P � 0.01; indicates the observed share is significantly different from 50% (Binomial probability test with P ¼ 50%).

# For each of the five pairs, the distributions among professional and among students were tested for significant differences using a Fisher’s exact test. None of

comparisons yielded statistically significant differences.

Table 5. Professionals’ and students’ choices between pairs of lotteries and consistency with heuristics

Lottery pair Expected value Variance Worst outcome Best outcome No. of dominant states

Professionals

L5 VS L6 (59%, 41%) � � � � �
L6 VS L7 (53%, 47%) � � � � �

L4 VS L2 (36%, 64%) � � � � �
L2 VS L3 (61%, 39%) � � � � �
L1 VS L8 (54%, 46%) � � � � �

Students

L5 VS L6 (50%, 50%) � � � � �
L6 VS L7 (60%, 40%) � � � � �

L4 VS L2 (48%, 52%) � � � � �
L2 VS L3 (60%, 40%) � � � � �
L1 VS L8 (52%, 48%) � � � � �

�: indicates that the majority choice is consistent with the heuristic’s prediction (this does not indicate statistical significance!);

�: indicates that the majority choice is inconsistent with the heuristic’s prediction (this does not indicate statistical significance!);

�: indicates that the heuristic does not make a unique prediction for the lottery or that there is no majority choice.

Table 6. Lottery comparisons and willingness-to-pay inconsistencies

Professional sample (N ¼ 59) Student sample (N ¼ 58)

Choice Choice

L5 � L6 L6 � L5 L5 � L6 L6 � L5

WTP L5 � L6 16* 6 WTP L5 � L6 9* 10

L5 � L6 2 3 L5 � L6 0 3

L6 � L5 17 15* L6 � L5 20 16*

Choice Choice

L6 � L7 L7 � L6 L6 � L7 L7 � L6

WTP L6 � L7 11* 17 WTP L6 � L7 20* 16

L6 � L7 3 2 L6 � L7 2 3

L7 � L6 17 9* L7 � L6 13 4*

*Inconsistent choice.
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security and operations’ section. We find that more than half of all

professional subjects for whom loss aversion can be meaningfully

elicited (loss aversion can only be elicited if a trade-off between both

attributes exists which makes the subject indifferent) (32 of 50) dis-

play some degree of loss aversion, irrespective of whether they prefer

security (15 of 22) or operability (17 of 28). On average, subjects be-

come indifferent once the reduction in their preferred attributed is

lowered by more than 2% (Sec: 2.2%, Ops: 2.1%), i.e. they value a

loss of x% in their preferred attribute about as much as a (xþ2)%

gain.

We do not find statistically significant differences between the

subjects who prefer security and those who prefer operability, nei-

ther with respect to the share of loss averse subjects (two-sided

Fisher exact, P ¼ 0.40) nor with respect to the strength of their loss

aversion (Mann–Whitney U test, P ¼ 0.79). See also Figs 4 and 5.

Survey analysis
After the main experiment, we ask subjects to fill out a question-

naire about attitudes, opinions and demographics. We now present

a couple of notable correlations from these questions. While we do

not consider these results among the primary contributions of our

study, they are nevertheless interesting and might motivate further

research in the future.

Finding 10: Security professional reveal different risk attitudes to

the ones they self-report.

Subjects rate their willingness to take risks in general on a scale

from 0 (not at all prepared to take risks) to 10 (fully prepared to

Figure 2. Switching point when security is preferred (Sec: x%, Ops:10%).

Figure 3. Switching point when security is preferred (Sec: 10%, Ops:x%).

Figure 5. Switching point loss aversion when security is preferred (Sec: 10%,

Ops:-xþy%).

Figure 4. Switching point loss aversion when security is preferred

(Sec: (-xþ y)%, Ops:10%).

Figure 6. Interaction of ‘Professional’ or ‘Student’ and H19 (WTP) with

‘General Risk’ as moderator. ‘High’ denotes a risk seeking individual (self-re-

ported) and ‘Low’ denotes a risk averse individual (self-reported).
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take risks). The student sample confirms the previous finding by

[25] that self-reported risk attitude and behaviour is correlated.

The professional sample, however, shows the opposite result.

Higher self-reported willingness to take risks tends to be correlated

with higher WTP to avoid playing lotteries, i.e. higher risk aver-

sion. See Table 8 for the complete set of correlation coefficients

and Fig. 6 for a visualization of the sample differences for an exem-

plary lottery.

Finding 11: The number of family depends of participants influ-

ences risk attitude of professionals and students differently.

Summary and discussion

Information security is a field with inherent risk and uncertainty.

Organizations and policymakers have sought to reduce the magni-

tude of these issues; for example, by gathering data on historical se-

curity breaches or passing new disclosure laws which increase public

knowledge about the distribution of breaches (such as the California

Security Breach Information Act [14]). Despite these efforts to col-

lect information, the complexity and uniqueness of information se-

curity systems often only allow organizations to approximate

‘ranges’ of probabilities and of damages associated with potential

threats and vulnerabilities. Thus, risk management and security in-

vestment are, by nature, characterized by ambiguity and uncer-

tainty. This study examines how information security professionals

make decisions in such an environment and, specifically, whether se-

curity professionals are rational decision-makers who minimize ex-

pected losses.

Expected utility theory is the standard normative approach to

decision-making. Expected utility theory states that for decisions

that are made frequently, a rational decision-maker should minimize

expected losses. However, behavioural economics has repeatedly

demonstrated that most individuals systematically deviate from ex-

pected utility maximization. In this study, we examine three well-

known behavioural anomalies: risk and ambiguity aversion, worst-

case aversion, and other-evaluation. We also examine a fourth,

industry-specific behaviour, namely a preference for security over

operability. We examine these behaviours using an experiment and

survey that elicits preferences using simple, neutrally-framed lot-

teries. We compare decision-making of professionals in the experi-

ment to a sample of university students.

Across a variety of lotteries, information security professionals

consistently indicated a willingness to pay to avoid negative out-

comes that was closer to the expected losses than did the sample of

students. This suggests that they are better able to accurately assess

risks. One interpretation of this is that their ability to assess risks

and minimize the consequence of threats has been shaped by the

constant exposure to risk inherent to the security environment.

Despite their greater ability to assess risk, our findings suggest

that security professionals still have distinctive behavioural charac-

teristics that deviate from expected utility theory. In common with

the student sample, and with a number of other studies, the observed

Table 7. Security vs operability preference across job titles

Job title

Senior executive

rolea

Managerial

roleb

IT & security

rolec

Compliance,

risk or privacy roled

Other Total (N ¼ 56)e

Mechanism A 4 3 8 8 2 25

Enhances security

of the system by 10%

Mechanism B 2 13 8 3 5 31

Enhances operability

of the system by 10%

aFor example, CEO, CIO, CISO, CSO, etc.
bFor example, Project Manager, IT Director, Security Manager, etc.
cFor example, Security Officer, System Administrator, Cyber Security Information Analyst, etc.
dFor example, Governance, Risk & Compliance Consultant, Information Security Consultant, Auditor, etc.

eThree subjects did not answer this question.

Table 8. Spearman’s correlation coefficients between self-reported

risk attitude and WTP

Professionals Students

N ¼ 54 N ¼ 58

Rho (q) Rho (q)

H1 1 0.117 �0.030

0.378 0.823

H1 2 0.131 �0.080

0.324 0.550

H1 3 0.227* �0.086

0.085 0.520

H1 4 0.303** �0.113

0.020 0.400

H1 5 0.213 �0.080

0.291 0.550

H1 6 0.291** �0.088

0.025 0.512

H1 7 0.279** �0.177

0.032 0.183

H1 8 0.363*** �0.114

0.004 0.393

H1 9 0.007 �0.266**

0.616 0.044

H1 10 0.131 �0.252*

0.322 0.057

H1 11 0.005 �0.181

0.972 0.174

H1 12 0.008 �0.187

0.952 0.160
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behaviour of professionals follows the pattern of risk attitudes

described by Kahneman and Tversky [43]. Security professionals

exhibited significant risk aversion when faced with low possibil-

ities of loss or small losses. However, their actions switched from

being risk averse to being risk seeking when faced with large

probabilities of losses or large losses. This behaviour is not con-

sistent with expected utility theory, and has particularly import-

ant implications in an information security environment where

small losses may be inevitable and there exists an ever-present,

but low, probability of catastrophic losses. The combination of

risk-averse behaviour for small-losses and risk-seeking behaviour

for large losses could result in overinvestment in simple prevent-

ive measures for common information security threats (e.g. mal-

ware, viruses); but underinvestment in measures against

potentially catastrophic breaches.

Information security professionals also showed considerable am-

biguity aversion in the experiment. Their WTP increased signifi-

cantly when faced with low probability lotteries which had

ambiguous probabilities or outcomes. The extent to which WTP

increased did not depend on whether the ambiguity was in the prob-

ability that an outcome occurs or whether it was in the cost of the

outcome. As with risk, ambiguity is an inherent feature of the infor-

mation security environment, which is characterized by unknown or

imperfectly known threats.

Additionally, a significant number of professionals display pref-

erence reversal depending on whether a decision is framed as a

choice or as WTP. The magnitude of preference reversal is similar to

the student sample, suggesting that information security profes-

sionals are just as susceptible to framing effects as the general popu-

lation. This should concern any decision-maker who would like to

believe that the security recommendations they receive do not de-

pend on the way in which they asked the question. Which type of

framing tends to lead to better decisions (i.e. closer to expected value

maximization) was outside the scope of our study, so more research

is needed on framing effects in information security.

One behavioural anomaly which we did not find evidence for in

the experiment is that information security professionals were prone

to worst-case thinking. When presented with lotteries with different

worst-case scenarios, professionals consistently minimized expected

losses. Neither do we find evidence that decisions in our lotteries are

affected when subjects are told their choices would be further eval-

uated. However, the lack of influence of other-evaluation on deci-

sions may be due to a weak treatment manipulation.

Taking this evidence as a whole, we would not characterize se-

curity professionals as fully rational decision-makers. This implies

that calculations involved in risk assessment methodologies are de-

pendent on the security decision-maker’s subjective perceptions.

This is potentially a weak link in the security chain that needs to be

strengthened.

Finally, we examined security professionals’ preferences between

operability and security. Preferences across individuals were hetero-

geneous and we also find that preferences between security and op-

erability are correlated with professional role. Professionals with

more experience, and in more senior roles, tended to choose security

over operability. Senior security positions tend to be associated with

risk ownership and liability. Senior position also requires a greater

examination of the ‘big picture’ of the security environment. The

fact that these individuals chose security over operability might indi-

cate that professionals of such positions are more inclined to con-

sider potentially catastrophic and disastrous outcomes that can

disrupt business functions, and therefore choose the ‘safer path’ of

security prioritization.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data is available at Journal of Cybersecurity online.
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Appendix 1

A.1 survey questions

‘Are you related with the profession or practice of Information

Security in any way?’

Yes/No

‘How many years of experience do you have in Information

Security related tasks?’

‘How willing are you to take risks in general?’ 0 to 10

0: Not willing at all 10: Very willing

‘Your job title most closely resembles:’

• Senior executive role (e.g. CEO, CIO, CISO, CSO, etc.)
• Managerial role (e.g. Project Manager, IT Director, Security

Manager, etc.)
• IT & Security (e.g. Security Officer, System Administrator,

Cyber Security Information Analyst, etc.)
• Compliance, Risk or Privacy role (e.g. Governance, Risk and

Compliance Consultant, Information Security Consultant,

Auditor, etc.)
• Other: please specify

‘Does your job position allow you to make independent

Information Security related decisions?’ Yes/No

‘How worried are you that a severe/important security incident

might materialise in your company/organisation, despite the existing

protective measures?’ 0 to 10

0: Not worried at all 10: Very worried

‘How worried are you about new unidentified information secur-

ity threats?’ 0 to 10

0: Not worried at all 10: Very worried

‘Have you experienced any important security incident in the

past?’ Yes/No

‘How closely related do you think investment in Information

Security is to business objectives?’ 0 to 10

0: Not related at all 10: Very much related

‘How much do you think companies/organisations focus on busi-

ness operations and as a result underestimate or neglect security?’ 0

to 10

0: Not worried at all 10: Very worried

‘Where/to whom does your Chief Information Security Officer

(CISO or CSO) or equivalent senior executive report?’

‘What is the size of your company?’

‘What is your gender?’

‘What is your age?’

‘What is your educational level?’

‘What is your marital status?’

‘What is the number of dependents in your family?’

‘What is your approximate annual income in British pounds?’

‘Which country do you live in?’

‘What is your nationality?’

‘What is your mother tongue?’

A.2 H1 instrument

There are four types of experiment questions on willingness-to-pay

to avoid a lottery, one for each lottery type. The actual values of pi

and xi are shown in the second and third column of Table A1:

‘What is the maximum amount that you are willing to pay in

order to avoid playing a lottery in which there is. . . :

• . . . a p% probability of losing $50 and losing nothing otherwise?’
• . . . a probability between p1% and p2% of losing $50?’
• . . . a p% probability of losing an amount between $x1 and $x2

and losing nothing otherwise?’
• . . . a probability between p1% and p2 of losing an amount be-

tween $x1 and $x2 and losing nothing otherwise?’

A.3 Lottery comparisons for hypothesis 2

H2 1 (Hypothesis 2 Question 1): comparison of Lotteries 5 and 6.

H2 2 (Hypothesis 2 Question 2): comparison of Lotteries 6 and 7.

H2 3 (Hypothesis 2 Question 3): comparison of Lotteries 4 and 2.

H2 4 (Hypothesis 2 Question 4): comparison of Lotteries 2 and 3.

H2 5 (Hypothesis 2 Question 5): comparison of Lotteries 1 and 8.

A.4 Willingness-to-pay lotteries for hypothesis 2

H2 6 (Hypothesis 2 Question 6): WTP for Lottery 5.

H2 7 (Hypothesis 2 Question 7): WTP for Lottery 6.

H2 8 (Hypothesis 2 Question 8): WTP for Lottery 7.

Table A1. H1 instrument

No. Prob. (p%) Outcomes (x in $) WTP EV m Expected outcome interval Outcome range

H1 1 5 �50 0 to 100 �2.5 �2.5 0

H1 2 0–10 �50 0 to 100 �2.5 [�5, 0] 5

H1 3 5 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �2.5 [�4, �1] 3

H1 4 0–10 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �2.5 [�8, 0] 8

H1 5 15 �50 0 to 100 �7.5 �7.5 0

H1 6 0–30 �50 0 to 100 �7.5 [�7.5, 0] 7.5

H1 7 15 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �7.5 [�12, �3] 9

H1 8 0–30 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �7.5 [�24, 0] 18

H1 9 50 �50 0 to 100 �25 �25 0

H1 10 35-65 �50 0 to 100 �25 [�32.5,�17.5] 15

H1 11 50 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �25 [�40, �10] 30

H1 12 35-65 �80 to� 20 0 to 100 �25 [�52, �7] 45
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Lottery 1 Lottery 2

A probability of 85% of 50 A probability of 15% of losing nothing

A probability of 8% of losing 150 A probability of 30% of losing 166.66

A probability of 3.5% of losing 300 A probability of 30% of losing 300

A probability of 2.5% of losing 450 A probability of 20% of losing 450

A probability of 1% of losing 1000 A probability of 5% of losing 900

m ¼�86.25, Var ¼ 14698.4 m ¼�274.998, Var ¼ 40708.8

Lottery 3 Lottery 4

A probability of 15% of losing nothing A probability of 15% of losing nothing

A probability of 30% of losing 183.33 A probability of 30% of losing 200

A probability of 30% of losing 300 A probability of 30% of losing 300

A probability of 20% of losing 450 A probability of 20% of losing 450

A probability of 5% of losing 800 A probability of 5% of losing 700

m ¼�274.999, Var ¼ 33958.5 m ¼�275, Var ¼ 28375

Lottery 5 Lottery 6

A probability of 85% of losing 45 A probability of 85% of losing 50

A probability of 8% of losing 220 A probability of 8% of losing 170

A probability of 3.5% of losing 300 A probability of 3.5% of losing 300

A probability of 2.5% of losing 450 A probability of 2.5% of losing 400

A probability of 1% of losing 900 A probability of 1% of losing 1000

m ¼�86.6, Var ¼ 14406.2 m ¼�86.6, Var ¼ 14087.4

Lottery 7 Lottery 8

A probability of 85% of losing 45 A probability of 85% of 46

A probability of 8% of losing 250 A probability of 8% of losing 180

A probability of 3.5% of losing 350 A probability of 3.5% of losing 350

A probability of 2.5% of losing 450 A probability of 2.5% of losing 480

A probability of 1% of losing 800 A probability of 1% of losing 900

m ¼�89.75, Var ¼ 14416.2 m ¼�86.75, Var ¼ 15012.5

Definitions

Hxy A lottery with index y, that is mainly related to hypothesis x.

H11 to H112 Two-outcome lotteries with negative or zero outcomes; participants stated their willingness-to-pay to avoid these lotteries.

Li Various five-outcome lotteries used in lottery comparisons.

Group A Lotteries H11 to H14 with expected value m¼�2.5.

Group B Lotteries H15 to H18 with expected value m¼�7.5.

Group C Lotteries H19 to H112 with expected value m¼�25.

Scenario 1 Experiment question in which participants chose between enhancement of either security or operability.

Scenario 2 Experiment mechanism in which participants chose between:

(A) remaining in the current system state, (B) enhancement and reduction of security and operability (based on previous answers) and

(C) indifference between A and B.
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